TRAILER ROHR RZK VEHICULAR REFRIGERATOR AGGREGATE CARRIER

Description

Rating 5/5
Brand Rohr
Model TRAILER ROHR VEHICULAR REFRIGERATOR AGGREGATE CARRIER
Horsepower ---
Type refrigerator trailer
Milage ---
Manufactured 2010
Location ul. Karola Łowińskiego 11B, 31-752 Kraków, POLSKA
Net price 70 000.00 PLN
15 475.09 EUR
16 866.25 USD
Telephone +48 660 123 125
+48 606 123 425
E-mail adress info@ciezarowki.pl

Additional details

TRAILER ROHR RZK VEHICULAR REFRIGERATOR AGGREGATE CARRIER
- year 2010
- maximum allowed mass 18 000 kg
- load capacity 11 030 kg
- empty weight 6 970 kg
- aggregate CARRIER
- internal dimensions (DxSxW) 735 x 236 x 240 cm
- tail lift PALFINGER with max capacity of 2500 kg
- ABS
Technical and visual condition – VERY GOOD!
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* - All information regarding this subject of sale does not constitute an offer within the meaning of art. 66 of the Civil Code and should not be construed as an auction site and should be considered only as an invitation to negotiations in order to determine the possible content of the agreement to be concluded in writing. The company reserves the right for any errors related to the contents of the notice.